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Barcelona, a city that is about to become an inferno for its citizens 

 

(No more tourist flats;  Barcelona belongs to its citizens; don't build hotels in our neighborhood; we don't want tourists as neighbors) 

Tourism in Barcelona (BCN) has represented a good source of money for many people, especially 

those in charge of the hotel and restaurant business. The increasing number of tourists did not 

represent a menace in the past; but things are different now as a serious and grave economic 

recession (still in existence in 2017 despite the lies the PP has said about an economic recovery that a growing deficit 

contradicts) is causing havoc and desperation among many of the citizens of a beautiful city that may 

become an inferno for Barcelonians. The question is simple:  Has tourism become a problem for the 

citizens of BCN? Yes, indeed as real estate agencies (Spanish and foreign ones) have begun to put 

into practice a series of lobbying strategies against tenants who made this city a haven of well-being.  

The Ley de arrendamiento Urbano (LAU, in Spanish), that 

is, Law of Urban Lease is, in part, one of the main causes 

for which many people are being evicted from their 

homes. One has to put oneself in their shoes to 

understand and feel the fears that are growing by the 

day. Today in Spain wages are very low and had nothing 

to do with the gauge value determined by the euro. In 

France, Holland, Austria, Germany, etc., wages are much 

more higher and tenants are protected against 

speculative tactics that may damage their rights to 

decent housing. But in Spain this is a joke, even for some 

judges and legislators, and it includes Mr. Josep Borrell, a 

member of the PSOE who changed the LAU to worse, leaving tenants unprotected against the 
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speculative demands of landlords. It is true that in the past this law was a bit detrimental to the 

rights of property owners, but the changes introduced by Borrell have benefited owners too much 

at the expense of those who have been paying rental fees  for ages.  

Now property owners can evict those tenants and lease the apartments  to tourists for short periods 

of time and at a high price since such tourists come from other foreign countries where wages are 

much higher than those paid in Spain; so they can enjoy the Barcelonian life for a few days at a low 

cost. Restaurants can also get higher benefits while they are paying very low wages to their 

personnel because the current labor law allows employers to hire workers by the hour and for a few 

euros.  

So workers are now condemned to poverty as the money they get is not enough to pay the rent, the  

food, and the extremely expensive bills for gas, electricity and water; such services are the most 

expensive in the European Union and are even more expensive due to  the low wages paid to 

workers. This is allowed by Spanish political parties, such as PP, PSOE, Ciudadanos since they are 

receiving  "compensations" for the many favors  they granted to utility companies providing such 

expensive services to citizens,  while such parties turn a blind eye to the unjustified rise of prices on 

such services. By the way, Mr. Josep Borrell has been a beneficiary of the revolving-door system that 

prevails in Spain thanks to  Abengoa, an energy-providing firm.  

Some European and American institutions  calculate the Spanish average wage at 1,000 euros per 

month, after taxes; although this is a half truth since the figures released by the Spanish Income Tax 

Office do not show the enormous amount of temporary work contracts that are underpaid, and 

which represent less than 400 euros per month. Anyway, these contracts are mentioned as though 

they were full-time work contracts and only to say that the number of new contracts has increased 

and less workers are registered on the unemployment list; the temporary conditions of such 

contracts are never mentioned, of course.  

This and many other things are making Spain a future labor concentration camp; it will not take too 

long to see many homeless and indigent people in the streets. But authorities have in mind to 

reenact an old law from the Franco's regime which was called "La ley de vagos y maleantes" (The 

law of vagrants and thugs). A law that imprisoned those who had no job despite not being thugs or 

delinquents. This could be clearly seen when Andalusian migrants arrived to Catalonia in the late 

1950s and 1960s in search for jobs and a better life and were then confined in camps before being 

deported to their native towns.   

Some town councils governed by PP politicians have already started to impose some regulations 

that are more typical of Franco's days than  those of a democracy supported by the EU. In Murcia 

homeless people are fined € 150 if they are caught sleeping or eating in the streets of the city.  

Cáritas, a religious humanitarian relief organization, has denounced "a generalized tendency" of the 

municipalities of all Spain to approve municipal ordinances intended to "harass the life" of homeless 

http://www.losreplicantes.com/articulos/ayuntamiento-murcia-multa-indigentes-dormir-comer-calle/
http://www.elperiodico.com/es/noticias/sociedad/caritas-denuncia-que-los-ayuntamientos-aprueban-ordenanzas-que-hostigan-los-indigentes-5402351
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people in the street.  Even the town council of Barcelona, a city in favor of human rights and social 

progress, has been fining homeless people; the fine may reach up to € 500 (although this has only 

occurred during the govern of a bourgeois party (CiU) led by  Xavier Trias Vidal) 

Bit by bit we are seeing a slow but continuous  return to those dictatorial practices which were  a 

daily reality in Franco's regime, and it because  the current Spanish constitution is but a fictitious 

democratic frame from which old repressive laws are being reenacted under the disguise of their 

being necessary for the national security of Spain (the "gag law" and the imposition of some 

restrictions to the right to demonstrate in the streets, all of them approved by the PP, are clear 

examples of it.)  The PSOE, though, seems to be lost in a quandary or, even worse, blind to  such 

evils.  Perhaps the new Secretary General of the PSOE, Pedro Sanchez, may do something to stop 

the rebirth of fascism in Spain.  

Anyway, the citizens of Barcelona are starting to 

be fed up with the massive arrival of tourists, 

who are the ones to be blamed for a continual 

price rise that is making things extremely 

expensive for Barcelonians. Housing is the most 

important problem, and it is going to light the 

fuse of a war against tourists and those real 

estate firms setting up in Barcelona. The Labor 

Reform Act (lower wages and shorter work 

contracts) approved by the PSOE and then  

reformed (to worse) by the PP, in order to make 

it even much more appetizing for employers, has 

turned this city into the breeding ground for a campaign of vandalistic acts that will focus on Tourist 

Apartments, real estate agencies, and even the proprietors of such apartments. 

Hackers are starting to get information about properties registered in the Property Registry. Even 

though there are hard copies validated by notaries, the  tremendous confusion that will result from 

these actions will discourage investors from buying apartment buildings, which are then emptied of 

its tenants through the use of bullying practices that are typical of feudal times and evil minds.  

Nevertheless, destroying PC-based information is not the only strategy that these guerillas -against 

poverty- have in mind. Another of the tactics include to "pay a visit" to tourist apartments and set 

fire to the doors with a mixture of gasoline and engine oil to make it more effective and powerful.  

The use of firework rockets launched against the windows or bedroom balconies of apartments is 

also another  vandalistic strategy that will spread panic among tourists.  Of course, insurance 

companies will have serious doubts about insuring any property that may be the target of activists 

who have nothing to lose because they have lost everything they had.   

 

http://ccaa.elpais.com/ccaa/2012/01/09/catalunya/1326145206_945592.html
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Also some Marine Insurance agencies  are starting to 

adopt a policy of distrust towards those people 

interested in taking up an insurance for any yacht or 

boat moored or registered in any marine close to 

Barcelona. A few weeks ago, four yachts burned down  

and were destroyed in a marina in Port Forum, Sant 

Adria, a city next to Barcelona. In fact, it was an arson 

as there was first an initial fire, which was put out, but 

a few hours later it restarted, which was very 

suspicious as the firemen and the police were sure it 

had been extinguished. Youtube video clip 

It seems that if no action is taken against real estate lobbying, overpriced rentals, low wages and 

precarious work conditions, the once-peaceful Barcelona will become a battlefield against tourists, 

tourism and those who promote it. Also pickpockets and handbag robbers from eastern countries of 

the European Union are starting to come to the city en masse, so a cocktail of disasters is about to 

be served. To make matters worse, radical imams can benefit from this situation as this will make 

Barcelona troubled waters for a good fishing. Do you get it? 

Some links of interest related to this problem (download this PDF from the website supporting it to gain access to all 

the links, thanks): 

The Guardian - El País (in English) (1) (2) - Google Images -  The Local - Pickpocket in Barcelona - 

Homeless people in Barcelona -  

 

The search for food in garbage bins is growing in Barcelona: Wanna make a selfie with him? 

 

 

http://megayachtnews.com/2017/04/two-fires-port-forum-barcelona/
https://youtu.be/aVUN_6a11jI
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/sep/02/mass-tourism-kill-city-barcelona
http://blogs.elpais.com/trans-iberian/2014/05/is-barcelona-suffering-from-an-overdose-of-tourism.html
http://elpais.com/elpais/2014/08/21/inenglish/1408633977_166018.html
https://www.google.es/search?hl=es&biw=1024&bih=589&site=imghp&tbm=isch&sa=1&q=protests+against+tourist+apartment+barcelona&oq=protests+against+tourist+apartment+barcelona&gs_l=psy-ab.3...4415.8498.0.9833.17.17.0.0.0.0.159.1976.0j15.15.0....0...1.1.64.psy-
https://www.thelocal.es/20141225/homeless-guides-show-tourists-a-hidden-barcelona
https://www.google.es/search?q=pickpockets+in+barcelona&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi0sqW1oJLUAhVIuRQKHbruBA4Q_AUICigB&biw=1024&bih=561#imgrc=_&spf=1495962967964
https://www.google.es/search?hl=es&site=imghp&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1024&bih=561&q=gente+sin+techo+en+barcelona&oq=gente+sin+techo+en+barcelona&gs_l=img.3...3827.11299.0.11520.30.29.1.0.0.0.136.3221.6j23.29.0....0...1.1.64.img..0.20.2210...0j0i5i30k1j0i8i

